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The effects of oxygen fugacity and temperature on the solubility of Pt in silicate melts of anorthite-diopside 
eutectic composition at 1 atm total pressure were determined using metal loops. The main Pt-species in the melt is 
Pt2+. The solubility of Pt was found to increase with temperature in pure 0 2  , while the solubility in air seems to be 
temperature independent. Extrapolations to the high temperatures and low oxygen fugacities, perhaps appropriate 
for core formation in the Earth, indicate that Pt partition coefficients between iron metal and silicate melts may be 
very high (107 - 1016). 

Experimental. As in earlier work [1,2,3] liquid silicate droplets (2-3 mm diameter) were equilibrated with 0.5-1.0 
mm wide Pt metal band loops inside a furnace with controlled oxygen fugacity. After the experiments metal loops 
were removed and glasses were analysed for Pt by INAA. Because of the low neutron flux of the TRIGA-reactor 
~ * A U  could be used for Pt-analysis. The sensitivity of INAA for Pt-analysis, however, is lower then for Pd or Ir. In 
addition, Ca-produced 47Sc (159.1 keV) caused interference on the 158.4 keV line of 199~u .  For these reasons 
experiments were restricted to oxidizing conditions with solubilities not lower than one ppm. 

Results. Three experimental points at 1400°C reveal decreasing Pt concentrations with decreasing oxygen fugacity, 
from 17.9 pprn in pure oxygen to 7.6 pprn in air (Fig.1). In an experiment at 10-3.4 a t ,  the Pt concentration was 
found to be below the detection limit of the INAA ( e l  pprn). Thus, Pt solubility decreases with decreasing f 0 2  
similar to what was found for Ir, Pd and Au [1,2,3], but in contrast to the results of Amosse et al. [4] and Amosse 
and Allibert [5] for Pt and Ir. The slope of the correlation of log@) vs. log(f0z) is 0.54, indicating Pt2+ as the main 
Pt-species in silicate melt. In [5] it was suggested that PtO, at a level of 25 ppb, is the only Pt-species in silicate 
melts, independent of oxygen fugacity. The decrease of Pt solubility at reducing conditions is supported by one 
experiment of Fleet et al. [6] at 1300'C and an f02 close to QFI. These authors found a Pt content of 70 ppb in 
silicate melt equilibrated with two immiscible complex FePdIrPt-alloys. Recalculation to the solubility of pure Pt 
(assuming ideal solid solution of Pt in the alloy) gives values of about 0.3-1.1 ppm, which are an order of magnitude 
higher than extrapolation of our results to the same conditions. This difference may be explained by different melt 
compositions, nonideality of the alloys and inaccuracy of our extrapolation. 

At constant tD2 Pt-solubility increases with increasing temperature in pure oxygen and remains constant in air 
(Fig.2), opposite to the behavior of metals of the Fe group, with decreasing solubilities at increasing temperature 
(see, for example, [g for Ni, Co and Mo). Different temperature slopes for different f 0 2  are unexpected. For Pd- 
solubilities the same slope of 5 different f 0 2  values was found, within error limits [I]. 

Dm (iron metaVsilicate melt). The results for Pt-solubility at oxidizing conditions were extrapolated to high 
temperatures and low oxygen fugacities and corresponding metaltsilicate partition coefficients were calculated. Two 
assumptions were made: (1) Pt-solubility is temperature independent at reducing conditions; (2) only Pt2+ is stable 
in the melt. With these assumptions the following equation could be derived from the experimental results: 

logpt, ppm) = 0.5.10g(f02) + 1.23 

or converting to DPt (wt. ratios), (see [I] for details): 

log@")) = -O.5.l0g(fo2) + 5.31 - log(yPt) 

The activity coefficient of Pt in iron metal (yh) was taken from [8]. We want to emphasize the extremely low yp, in 
solid iron at low Pt-concentration compared with other nobel metals resulting in a very high DAvalue. For example, 
at 1300°C the difference between log(ypt) = -4.53 [8] and log(ypd) = -0.67 [9] alone produces a 4 orders of 
magnitude higher DR value compared with DPd ! 

Lines of constant DPt s are shown in Fig. 3 at m2-conditions more reducing than the IW buffer. These lines cross 
the IW buffer curve, reflecting a decrease of DR with increasing temperature along or parallel to the IW-buffer. 
However, even at temperatures as high as 3500 K., which was suggested by Murthy in his model of global 
mantletcore equilibrium [lo], Pt solubility is still very low (0.4 pprn). Assuming yp, = 1 (ideal behavior of Pt in 
liquid iron at very high temperatures) the calculated DRvalue at f 0 2  = IW-2 is about 107. 

Comparing the present results with earlier data [1,2,3] we can establish a sequence of relative metaltsilicate partition 
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coefficients for different nobel metals: DR >> DI' >> D P ~  - D*u. It is interesting that sulfide/silicate partition 
coefficients at 1300°C and QFI follow the same sequence: DA >> Dlr - DPd [6]. 

Conclusions: The Pt content in upper mantle rocks is about 1% of the CI-chondritic value, and Pt/k and Pt/Au 
ratios are approximately chondritic. Thus, neither the high absolute value of D y  nor the high Da/DIrand DR /D*u 
ratios are compatible with a global mantlelcore equilibrium as was suggested in [lo]. The accretion of a late 
chondritic veneer to the Earth is probably the best explanation for these data. 
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Fig.1. Effect of f02  on Pt solubility in silicate 
melts at 140O0C 
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Fig.3. Lines of constant DPt(Fe/melt) 
values on l/r vs. log(f02) diagram. 

Fig.2. Effect of temperature on Pt solubility 
in silicate melts at constant D2 (02 or air). 
Dashed line indicates typical slope for 
elements of the Fe-group. 
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